Autism is a pervasive developmental disorder that affects many aspects of the central nervous system, and a number of the deficits manifested in the disorder could be attributed to disruptions in functional connectivity. These disruptions -which could occur both locally as well as globally -motivated us to develop metrics that would be sensitive to alterations in cortical-cortical interactions. In 2007, we reported a method for perceptually assessing the impact of stimulus-driven synchronization of cortical ensembles that showed significant promise for perceptually measuring local connectivity
Autism is a pervasive developmental disorder that affects many aspects of the central nervous system, and a number of the deficits manifested in the disorder could be attributed to disruptions in functional connectivity. These disruptions -which could occur both locally as well as globally -motivated us to develop metrics that would be sensitive to alterations in cortical-cortical interactions. In 2007, we reported a method for perceptually assessing the impact of stimulus-driven synchronization of cortical ensembles that showed significant promise for perceptually measuring local connectivity 1 .
In that report, we demonstrated that delivering relatively weak sinusoidal stimuli to tips of digits 2 and 3 (D2 and D3) had a significant impact on an individual's temporal order judgement (TOJ). The use of a number of other stimulus conditions presented simultaneously during the TOJ task -which did not have a significant impact on the individual's TOJ -led us to develop a theory that synchronization of cortical ensembles in primary somatosensory cortex (SI) could significantly impact the topography of temporal perception. Additionally, we proposed that the impact that such synchronizing conditioning stimuli have on TOJ -which can be measured relatively quickly -could provide an effective means to assess the functional connectivity of neurologically compromised subject populations.
In a subsequent paper ("Absence of stimulus-driven synchronization effects on sensory perception in autism: Evidence for local under-connectivity?"), we utilized the method to assess the functional connectivity of adult individuals with autism. Since a number of neurophysiological characteristics demonstrated in autism share the common theme of under-connectivity in the cerebral cortex, and one of the prominent theories of the cause of the dysfunctional connectivity in autism is based on distinct anatomical structures that differ between the autistic and the neurotypical cortex, we hypothesized that stimulus-driven synchronization of cortical ensembles would have little or no impact on TOJ in individuals with autism. Our reasoning centered on the differences in minicolumnar structure that have been identified between the autistic and typically developing brain 2 . The functional minicolumn has been identified as occupying a much smaller space in the cortex of individuals with autism as compared to neurotypical controls, and this aberration in architecture has been proposed to reflect under-connectivity at the local or within-macrocolumn level. Furthermore, it was proposed that the under-connectivity within the macrocolumn subsequently leads to the dysfunctional connectivity that is observed globally across cortical areas in autism. Numerous reports have indicated reduced functional connectivity on a large scale in the brains of individuals with autism, and we hypothesized that if the larger-scale aberrant dynamics in autism were due -at least in partto a widespread propagation of the errors introduced at the level of local connectivity between minicolumns, then aberrations in local functional connectivity should also be detectable. This was, in fact, what we demonstrated in our report -that local functional connectivity, as measured via TOJ observations in the presence and absence of synchronized conditioning stimuli -was much lower than that observed in typically developing controls.
The paper provides evidence that local functional connectivity in autism is weak, and it speculates on two things that cannot currently be proven: (1) that the underlying cause of that lower than normal connectivity is related to the alterations in minicolumnar structure that Manuel Casanova and colleagues have provided anatomical evidence for, and (2) that the widespread reports of lower than normal global connectivity could be accounted for by lower than normal local connectivity. However, there have been a number of subsequent reports that are consistent with aberrant local connectivity in autism and a number of reports that provide further support for the measure that we described as being reflective of local under-connectivity.
Observations Consistent with the Original Findings
Probably the most significant report relevant to our autism local under-connectivity findings, to date, is the work by Tal Kenet and colleagues that demonstrates under-connectivity in autism 3 . Their MEG observations demonstrated under-connectivity at the local level as a result of delivering simultaneous synchronized 25Hz stimuli to digits 2 and 3, essentially the same conditions that were used to deliver stimuli in our first report. Additionally, this group was also able to demonstrate differences in global feedforward and feedback inhibition between autism and typically developing populations that does not contradict the idea that local under-connectivity could play a role in global under-connectivity in autism. Several other neurophysiological studies lend support to the idea of local under-connectivity in autism. Studies utilizing diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) 4 , magnetoencephalography (MEG) 5 , and electroencephalography (EEG) [6] [7] have all yielded results that were consistent with our original finding. Additionally, some behavioral studies [8] [9] and examination of processing in other sensory systems 10-13 also support decreased local functional connectivity in autism spectrum disorder (ASD).
Observations inconsistent with the Original Findings
Nick Puts and colleagues 14 demonstrated no significant difference between autistic and typically developing control (TDC) individuals with the local functional connectivity measure, but their observations were obtained from adolescents, whereas the study that we originally conducted was restricted to adults. In fact, there were even significant differences in simple TOJ -in the absence of conditioning stimulation -observed in the adults in our report and the adolescents in the Puts report. Adolescents were much worse at the TOJ performance task and had much higher scores. The local functional connectivity metric relies on observations of TOJ in the presence and absence of synchronized conditioning stimuli, and the significant difference in the TOJ task could at least partially explain the differences observed between adults and adolescents.
What could account for disruptions in local functional connectivity?
As one might suspect, local functional connectivity can be impacted for a number of reasons -not just the minicolumnar-based reason that we originally proposed for being responsible for the difference observed in individuals with autism versus typically developing individuals. Since the publication of our first report, it has been demonstrated that this metric of local functional connectivity can be impacted by a number of conditions. For example, Aimee Nelson and colleagues showed that suppression of SI cortical activity via theta burst stimulation reduces the impact of stimulus-driven synchronization on TOJ task performance in healthy controls 15 . In other words, blocking neural activity in primary somatosensory cortex leads to a degradation of the TOJ-based functional connectivity metric.
Neurological disorders other than autism have been demonstrated to lead to disruptions in local functional connectivity. Individuals with migraine demonstrate local under-connectivity 16 as do individuals with concussion 17 . However, the reason for the disruption in these two populations is most likely the result of different alterations. Pain -such as the pain induced by migraine -promotes activity in cortical area 3a, which consequently results in the disruption of synchronized activity due to interactions between area 3a and areas 3b and 1 [18] [19] . The mechanism that impacts local functional connectivity in concussion is purely speculative at this point, but it is doubtful that area 3a is involved in the manner that it is with migraine pain, and experiments are currently underway that target the mechanisms involved in concussion. With noxious stimulation, we have found that stimulus conditionsboth in the presence and absence of noxious heat -can significantly impact the stimulus-driven synchronization of SI cortical neurons 19 . The overriding theme is that local functional connectivity is dependent on a number of mechanisms being intact, and while the underlying minicolumnar pathology undoubtedly plays a significant role in that functional connectivity 20 , neurophysiological disruptions can also have an impact on it.
Experimental Evidence Provides Support for the TOJ-based Metric as Being Reflective of Local Functional Connectivity.
Our initial hypothesis was that the topography of temporal perception was altered with synchronized stimulus driven activity. In order to test this idea, we made observations with extracellular recordings from D2 and D3 cortical representations in SI of non-human primates under various stimulus conditions. When a simple pulsatile stimulus was delivered to D2, there was, as expected, pronounced stimulusevoked activity in the D2 cortical representation and a very weak stimulus-evoked response in the D3 representation. When that same pulsatile stimulus was delivered to D2 in the presence of synchronized conditioning stimulation of D2 and D3 (emulating the stimulus conditions of the TOJ functional connectivity task), there was a significant stimulus evoked response not only in the D2 representation, but also in the D3 representation 21 . In other words, the conditioning stimulus functionally linked the two digits by allowing crosstalk between the two digit representations. Thus, the linkage between the digit representations engages dynamically as a function of the stimulus-driven activity delivered to the adjacent cortical ensembles and demonstrates a cortical correlate of the perceptual measures that we obtained in the typically developing population. Obviously, the shortcoming of this work is the absence of an animal model of autism; such a model would allow us to complete the loop between the neurophysiological basis of the functional connectivity measure and the alteration that we observed that predicts local under-connectivity in the autism population.
Local vs. Global Functional Connectivity Differences in Autism
For quite some time, autism has been characterized by many in the field as having global under connectivity while at the same time demonstrating local over connectivity. The characterization of local under-connectivity was based on observations that many individuals with autism are hyper-sensitive to environmental stimuli and have lower than normal thresholds of stimulus detection. However, it should be pointed out that lower than normal inhibition will lead to hyper-excitation; this should not be confused with hyper-connectivity. In fact, lower than normal inhibition is most likely a reflection of lower than normal functional connectivity. Although it cannot be proven directly, we still support our original idea that local functional underconnectivity plays a role in the information processing deficits observed in autism. This is consistent with results obtained from ongoing computational modeling work 22 that perhaps, coupled with better research techniques in the future will point to ways to not only detect, but alter, the local functional connectivity that may be playing a significant role in the disruptions in global connectivity and consequently, information processing deficits in autism.
